
ES&S FIASCO IN VENEZUELA
ES&S supplied Model 100 ballot-counting machines (through a Madrid-based company called 
Indra – Note the use of pagan deity names) for the elections in Venezuela.

It was reported (in the Omaha World Herald, whose publisher, John Gottschalk is one of the 
directors of ES&S) that the head of Venezuela’s National Elections Council, Etanislao Gonza-
lez, placed the blame for the technical difficulties during the election on the Nebraska-based 
ES&S. Gonzalez said, “the firm flagrantly failed to meet its commitments and the failure had 
destabilized the country’s electoral process.”

A Venezuelan air force jet flew to Omaha to fetch experts to “salvage” the election. It was re-
ported that more than 6 percent of the 7,000 voting machines broke down during the Venezue-
lan election and that there were major “technical glitches”. ES&S said that the rate of failure in 
the Venezuela election was “slightly higher than we would expect.”

Maduro regime arrests opposition political leaders and shuts down news websites and de-
tains journalists, In 2017, Venezuela’s Supreme Court, filled with Maduro loyalists, take away 
the powers of the National Assembly, increasing Maduro’s control. The following year, he is 
reelected overwhelmingly in an election that a coalition of other western hemisphere nations 
says “lacked legitimacy.”

Media Manipulation
The three prongs of Big Media election manipulation are: Massive coverage of favored Can-
didates, and Censorship of all other candidates -- including warped Public Opinion Polls for 
months before the election; phony exit polls done by joint effort of the Big TV Networks on 
Election Day, and easily rigged computerized vote counting on election day -- which make the 
polls and exit polls come true. (On election day, the people are barred from touching or count-
ing their ballots, the election officials are barred from knowing what is in the software program 
that instructs the computers how to count the votes.)

What are you going to do about our election 
illegal manipulation & fraud?
The people have uncovered the truth, which side will you be on? I would recommend you 
quickly take action and get the Cast Vote Records, Source Code, delay funding & have a pub-
lic meeting to discuss the budget of our elections!!
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